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Abstract. The authors propose an image authentication scheme, which
is able to detect malicious tampering while tolerating some incidental
distortions. By modeling the magnitude changes caused by incidental
distortion and malicious tampering as Gaussian distributions with small
and large variances, respectively, they propose to embed a watermark
by using a mean-quantization technique in the wavelet domain. The pro-
posed scheme is superior to the conventional quantization-based ap-
proaches in credibility of authentication. Statistical analysis is conducted
to show that the probabilities of watermark errors caused by malicious
tampering and incidental distortion will be, respectively, maximized and
minimized when the new scheme is applied. Experimental results dem-
onstrate that the credibility of the method is superior to that of the con-
ventional quantization-based methods under malicious attack followed
by an incidental modification, such as JPEG compression, sharpening or
blurring. © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1384885]
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1 Introduction

The invention of the Internet provides a brilliant way
transmitting digital media. When digital media contain im
portant information, their credibility must be ensured. As
consequence, a reliable media authentication system i
dispensable when digital media are transmitted over a
work. In order to save bandwidth and storage space, dig
media are usually transmitted or stored in a compres
format. In addition, media such as images may be p
cessed by blurring or sharpening for specific purposes.
der these circumstances, an image authentication sy
should be able to tolerate some commonly used incide
modifications, such as JPEG compression, sharpen
and/or blurring. In this paper, we focus our discussion
image authentication.

In the literature, image authentication methods can
roughly classified as being either digital-signature-based
watermark-based. The digital-signature approach1–4 does
not modify the content of an image. Instead, it extra
either global features or relational features from media
authentication purposes. For example, Bhattacharjee
Kutter1 used the positions of a set of feature points a
digital signature. By examining the existence of featu
points, images can be authenticated. Lin and Chang4 com-
puted the invariant relations between the coefficients of
randomly selected DCT blocks and then used them a
digital signature. Their method is able to resist JPEG co
pression with compression ratios~CRs! up to 20 : 1. The
major limitation of a digital-signature-based method is th
it can only be used for the purpose of verification, not cop
right protection.
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In the watermark-based image authentication
proaches, on the other hand, detection of tampering
based on the fragility of a hidden watermark.5–10 In Kundur
and Hatzinakos’s5 quantization-based method, a waterma
value is encoded by modulating a selected wavelet coe
cient into a quantized interval. Basically, the quantity th
used for modulation, which is monotonically increas
from high resolution to low resolution, violates the capac
constraint of the human visual system.11 They defined a
tamper assessment function~TAF!, which is the ratio of the
number of tampered coefficients to the total number of
efficients in a specific subband, in order to measure
degree of tampering. They also point out if the TAF valu
decrease monotonically from high resolution to low reso
tion, then it is very likely that the manipulation is JPE
compression. However, they did not address the situatio
which an instance of malicious tampering and an inciden
manipulation are imposed simultaneously.

In Ref. 2, Dittmann et al. mentioned that incidental d
tortions, such as JPEG compression, blurring, or sharp
ing, should not be treated as malicious tampering. Th
also mentioned that if a watermarked image is tampe
with maliciously, then the portions where the waterma
errors emerge should be the manipulated areas. Their a
ment is only partially true, because incidental operatio
that are not malicious also cause watermark errors. Un
these circumstances, one cannot judge whether a modi
tion is malicious or not simply by looking at watermar
errors. The objective of this paper is to increase the cr
ibility of the embedded watermark by maximizing an
minimizing, respectively, the probabilities of watermark e
rors caused by malicious tampering and incidental dis
.00 © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Yu, Lu, and Liao: Mean-quantization-based . . .
tion. Under these circumstances, an instance of malic
tampering can be easily distinguished from an inciden
modification. In general, the probability of watermark err
caused by an incidental distortion can be reduced by ei
enlarging the quantization interval or reducing the quan
of modifications on coefficients. However, it is well know
that the maximum quantization interval should be bound
by the human visual system11 so that visual quality can be
maintained. As a consequence, the only methodology
we can adopt here is to increase the robustness by dec
ing the variance of coefficients. Owing to the fact that t
variance of a subblock mean is smaller than that of
individual sample, we know that a watermark value e
coded by quantizing the mean of a set of coefficients
more robust than one encoded by quantizing a single c
ficient.

Under a reasonable assumption that the number of m
fications caused by an incidental distortion is smaller th
that caused by a malicious distortion, the modificatio
caused by an incidental distortion or an instance of m
cious tampering can be, respectively, modeled as a Ga
ian distribution with smaller or larger variance. In a go
image authentication system, it is expected that the emb
ded watermark should be robust enough to tolerate incid
tal distortion and fragile enough to detect malicious ta
pering. However, it is also well known that robustness a
fragility are two factors that compete against each oth
Therefore, we need to seek a trade-off between them
can lead to the best outcome. In order to achieve that g
a mechanism that can be used to encode a watermar
that the probabilities of watermark errors caused by m
cious tampering and incidental distortion are, respectiv
maximized and minimized is indispensable.

In this paper, we propose a mean-quantization-ba
fragile-watermarking approach that can be used to ju
the credibility of a suspect image. The approach embed
watermark by taking the mean value of a set of wave
coefficients. Through theoretical analysis of the probab
ties of watermark errors caused by malicious tampering
incidental distortion, the best number of coefficients nee
to embed a watermark at each scale can be compute
that the trade-off between robustness and fragility can
optimized. Since the probability of watermark errors caus
by incidental distortion at each scale is different, the det
tion responses at all scales should be integrated so a
obtain a global estimation of the maliciously attacked ar
Then, we can use some decision rules to judge wheth
suspect image has been tampered with or not.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. T
mean-quantization-based fragile-watermarking approac
described in Sec. 2. An information-fusion technique t
can be used to integrate the detection results at mult
scales is addressed in Sec. 3. Experimental results and
clusions are given in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5, respectively.

2 Mean Quantization: A New Mechanism to
Achieve Better Authentication

In this section, we describe the proposed me
quantization-based fragile-watermarking approach. In or
to protect the original source, our watermark extract
process is designed in a blind-detection manner. Blind
tection means the original source is not required for wa
r
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mark extraction. Among the existing blind watermarkin
schemes, the quantization-based watermarking approa
the simplest one that achieves the goal. This is because
quantization-based approach, a watermark is encoded
decoded by the same quantization operation. In the follo
ing, we first introduce the conventional quantization-bas
approach and point out its disadvantages. Then, a m
quantization-based approach is proposed to eliminate th
disadvantages. Finally, we propose a systematic way to
termine an optimal number of coefficients for mean qua
tization.

2.1 Disadvantages of the Conventional
Quantization-Based Scheme

The quantization-based fragile-watermarking approach5 di-
vides a real-number axis in the wavelet domain into int
vals with equal size at each scale and assigns waterm
symbols to each interval periodically. Assuming thatx is a
wavelet coefficient, and thatq is the size of a quantization
interval, the watermark symbol, which is either 0 or 1,
determined by a quantization functionQ, where

Q~x,q!5H 0 if tq<x,~ t11!q for t50,62,64, . . . ,

1 if tq<x,~ t11!q for t561,63,65, . . . .
~1!

Let w denote the target watermark value that is to be
coded for a wavelet coefficientx. The encoding rule is as
follows: If Q(x,q)5w, then no modification is necessar
for x; otherwise,x is updated tox* by

x* 5H x1q if x<0,

x2q if x.0.
~2!

Kundur and Hatzinakos’s approach5 usesd 2l as the size of
a quantization interval, whered is a prespecified positive
integer,l 51, . . . ,L, andL is the number of scales used
the wavelet transform. In their approach, the size of a qu
tization interval increases monotonically from high fr
quency to low frequency. However, this kind of design vi
lates the characteristics of the human visual system.11 In
our design, we take the limitations of the human visu
system into consideration. On the other hand, since
modification applied to an image will change its wave
coefficients, it is reasonable to expect that their correspo
ing watermark symbols will be changed, too. By compari
the extracted watermark values with the original hidd
ones, the maliciously attacked area can be located.
though the fragility of the watermark proposed in Ref. 5
able to reveal malicious tampering, that watermark is
robust enough to tolerate incidental distortions. Therefo
we seriously address this problem as well.

2.2 The Proposed Scheme

Watson et al.11 investigated the sensitivity of the huma
eye and then proposed a wavelet-based human visual
tem ~HVS!. According to the HVS, the wavelet coefficien
can be modified without causing visual artifacts. In ord
for a watermarked image to satisfy the transparency
quirement, the quantization interval will be defined as t
maximally allowable modification quantity based on t
1397Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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HVS of Ref. 11. Our basic concept is that if the modific
tion quantity of a wavelet coefficient does not exceed
corresponding masking threshold, then this modificat
will not raise visual awareness. Otherwise, we can say
modification is a malicious one.

Statistically, the mean value of a set of samples has v
ance smaller than that of a single sample. We expect th
the watermark is embedded by modulating the mean va
rather than a single coefficient, the probability of wate
mark errors will be smaller. This is because the mean va
is more difficult to move beyond the quantization interv
where it is originally located. For a specific subband, let
size of a quantization interval be denoted asq, and let a set
of n wavelet coefficients be denoted asxi , i 51, . . . ,n.
The mean value of thexi ’s can be computed as follows:

x̄5
1

n (
i 51

n

xi . ~3!

For the purpose of robustness, a watermark value shoul
encoded by moving its meanx̄ to the middle of a corre-

sponding quantization interval such that the modulatex̄
cannot be easily moved away from the current interval. T
mean-quantization-based fragile-watermarking appro
operates as follows. Letw be the target watermark symbo
to be encoded, and letr̄ be the quantization noise defined

r̄ 5 x̄2 b x̄

q c•q, ~4!

whereb• c is thefloor operator. To encodew, the amount of

updateū added to the mean coefficientx̄ can be determined
as follows:

ū5H 2 r̄ 10.5q if Q~ x̄,q!5w,

2 r̄ 11.5q if Q~ x̄,q!Þw and r̄ .0.5q,

2 r̄ 20.5q if Q~ x̄,q!Þw and r̄<0.5q.

~5!

As a consequence, the new mean coefficient becomex̄*
5 x̄1ū. In Eq. ~5!, 0.5q and 1.5q are used to shift a mea

coefficient x̄ to the middle of a quantization interval suc

that x̄* is relatively difficult to move away from the curren
interval. However, updating the mean coefficient impl
that all the constituent coefficients need to be updated
cordingly by

xi* 5xi1ū ~1< i<n!, ~6!

wherexi* is an updated wavelet coefficient.

Let a modified wavelet coefficientx̂ be modeled as

x̂5x* 1D, ~7!

wherex* is the wavelet coefficient defined in Eq.~6! andD
represents the amount of update caused by tampering
1398 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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the case of incidental modification,D I can be modeled as a
Gaussian distribution with a smaller variance, that is,

D I;N~0,s I
2!, ~8!

wheres I denotes the variance of the modification quan
ties due to an incidental distortion. On the other hand,
an instance of malicious tampering,DM can be modeled as
a Gaussian distribution with a larger variance, that is,

DM;N~0,sM
2 !, ~9!

wheresM denotes the variance of modification quantiti
caused by malicious tampering. Usually, it is assumed t
the variance of modification quantities caused by an in
dental distortion is smaller than that caused by an insta
of malicious tampering, i.e.,s I,sM . Lin and Chang4 have
provided some reference values fors I andsM in the spa-
tial domain.

Figure 1 illustrates the statistical distributions of updat
of wavelet coefficients corresponding to incidental and m
licious modifications. In Fig. 1, each quantization interv
has a corresponding binary watermark symbol, 0 or 1. T
watermark symbol associated with the coefficientx changes
when the amount of tampering,D, is greater thanu0.5qu.
Based on the above design, a wavelet coefficient is pu
the middle of a quantization interval in order to reduce t
probability of watermark errors caused by tampering. Sin
the same watermark symbol appears periodically, the
termark symbol may not be changed even forD.u0.5qu.
For example, ifD52.0q, the tampered coefficientx̂ will
fall into the interval@(2t12)q,(2t13)q# with the water-
mark symbol 0, which is the same as the original wat
mark symbol carried byx. This is the common drawback o
a quantization-based watermarking approach. Howev
since the variance of modification quantities caused by
instance of malicious tampering is larger than that cau
by incidental distortion, we can expect that an incidenta

Fig. 1 The statistical distributions of incidental modification and ma-
licious tampering on wavelet coefficients (top), and an illustration of
quantization-based watermarking (bottom).
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Yu, Lu, and Liao: Mean-quantization-based . . .
distorted coefficient has greater probability of falling in
the interval@20.5q,0.5q#. Thus, we have the hypothes
that the probability of watermark errors caused by an in
dental distortion is smaller than that caused by an insta
of malicious tampering. In addition, we conduct an analy
in the next paragraph to prove that our scheme can allev
the well-known drawback of the conventional quantizatio
based approach.

In order to ensure that an authentication system
incidental-distortion-tolerant, the credibility of a fragile wa
termark should be increased so that an incidental modifi
tion will not be misunderstood as a malicious one. Beca
the sum of more than two random variables with Gauss
distribution is still a Gaussian distribution but with small
variance, we have

D̄;NS 0,
1

n
s2D ~10!

when D;N(0,s2). Thus, when mean quantization is a
plied, the distribution of modification quantities caused
malicious or incidental distortions will become

D̄ I;NS 0,
1

n
s I

2D ~11!

and

D̄M;NS 0,
1

n
sM

2 D , ~12!

respectively. Equations~11! and~12! indicate that the pro-
posed mean-quantization-based approach can reduce
variance of modification quantities caused by inciden
and malicious distortions, respectively. From Eqs.~11! and
~12!, it is obvious that when the number of coefficients,n,
used to encode a watermark value is increased, the p
ability of watermark errors will be decreased. In order
increase the credibility of a fragile watermark for ima
authentication, the watermark errors caused by an insta
of malicious tampering should be maximized, and tho
caused by an incidental distortion should be minimiz
Under these circumstances, if the value ofn is too small,
then the embedded watermark will be too fragile to toler
incidental manipulation. On the other hand, ifn is too large,
the embedded watermark will be too robust to detect m
cious tampering. Therefore, the numbern used to encode a
watermark value is a key factor in the trade-off betwe
robustness and fragility. We conduct an analysis with
gard to this trade-off in Sec. 2.3.

2.3 Choosing an Optimal n for Mean Quantization

In this subsection, we provide a formal proof to show th
the proposed mean-quantization-based fragile waterm
ing scheme is superior to the conventional quantizati
based approach.5 In Ref. 5, Kundur and Hatzinakos as
sumed that the distributions of modification quantiti
caused by an instance of malicious tampering and an i
dental distortion are both Gaussian. They also mentio
that the major difference between the two distributions
that the variance of the distribution caused by malicio
e

-

e

-

e

-

-

tampering is larger than that caused by incidental dis
tion. Since the operation of mean quantization will ma
the variance of all distributions smaller, in this section w
devise a systematic way to determine an optimal numbe
coefficients that should be adopted in the mean quantiza
process.

Given a distribution of tamperingN(0,s2), and a quan-
tization interval sizeq, the probability of watermark errors
computed using a quantization-based approach is

E52(
j 50

` E
(2 j 11/2)q

(2 j 13/2)q 1

A2ps
exp2

1

2S x

s D 2

dx ~13!

52(
j 50

`

lim
r→`

(
k50

r
1

A2ps

q

r

3expS 2
1

2
H @2 j 1 1

21 ~k1 1
2!/r #q

s
J 2D . ~14!

Since Eq.~13! is not in a discrete format, we use the for
shown in Eq.~14! instead to compute the probability o
watermark errors with respect tos andq, becauses andq
are two important factors that will influence the resul
Figure 2 shows the relations between the variances, of
tampering, the sizeq of a quantization interval, and th
probabilityE of watermark errors. TheX axis andY axis in
Fig. 2 represents/q andE, respectively. However, owing
to the fact that the maximumq is bounded by the charac
teristics of the human visual system,11 the probability of
watermark errors cannot be arbitrarily reduced. On
other hand, for a fixedq, a largers value will lead to a
largerE value. If the variances can be reduced, then th
probability of watermark errors caused by a malicious d
tortion or an incidental distortion will be reduced.

In Eq. ~14!, we know that the probability of watermar
errors is a function ofs/q. Therefore, we can represent th
probability by means off (t), wheret5s/q. In general, the
range of t can be divided into three zones. In therobust
zonethe value off (t) is very close to 0. In thefragile zone
the value off (t) is close to 0.5. There is a transition zon
in between, which we call thesemifragile zone. The value
of f (t) changes from 0 to 0.5 within that zone. Therefo
there are two critical points that need to be determined. O
is the point at which the value off (t) changes from zero to
nonzero. The other is the point wheref (t) starts to saturate
at 0.5. We call these pointst1 andt2 , respectively. Further-
more, since the semifragile zone is an ambiguous zone
would like to make it as small as possible. For this purpo
the values oft1 and t2 can be determined by solving th
following constraint optimization problem:

g~ t1 ,t2!5a•u f ~ t1!u1b•u f ~ t2!20.5u1g•
t2

t1
, ~15!

where g(•) is a cost function to be minimized. The firs
term and the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~15!
are the constraints that force the values off (t1) and f (t2)
to be as close as possible to 0 and 0.5, respectively. A
1399Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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1400 Optical Engi
Fig. 2 The relation between the variance of tampering s, the quantization interval’s size q, and the
probability of watermark errors.
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on
the t2 /t1 term, it is used to keep the size of the transiti
zone as small as possible. On the other hand, the pa
etersa, b, andg are designed to control the values oft1

and t2 , which will determine the ranges of the three zon
shown in Fig. 2. In fact,t1 and t2 together can determin
the number of coefficients (n) needed to embed a wate
mark. Therefore, the selection ofa, b, andg will certainly
influence the selection ofn. However, since the bestn can
be chosen by optimizing an objective function, obtaini
different optimaln is possible if different sets ofa, b, and
g are chosen. In this paper, the values ofa andb should be
set the same because their importance is equal. On the
hand, the relationa5b@g should hold, so that the bound
aries of the three zones will be clear-cuts. One thing to
noted is that when that relation holds, different sets ofa,
b, andg will not influence the value ofn. In our experi-
ments, we set the values of the leading coefficientsa, b,
and g at 1000, 1000, and 1, respectively. Based on
above setting,t1 and t2 can be determined. They are 0.1
and 1.15, respectively.

Let the distribution of an instance of malicious tampe
ing and an incidental distortion be denoted asN(0,s I

2) and
N(0,sM

2 ), respectively. From Lin and Chang’s4 previous
experience, we know thatsM is larger thans I , and they
have a relationsM5cs I with c.1. Let n denote the num-
ber of coefficients used in calculating a mean coeffici
@Eq. ~3!#; the new distributions of modification quantitie
caused by a malicious tampering and an incidental dis
tion becomeN(0,(s I* )2) and N(0,(sM* )2), respectively,
neering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
-

er

where s I* 5(1/An)s I and sM* 5(1/An)sM5(c/An)s I .
Let the size of a quantization interval,q, be determined
according to the human visual system.11 This means thatq
is fixed with respect to the human visual system. The qu
tion is how to determine the bestn such that the probability
of watermark errors caused by an instance of malicio
tampering will be maximized and that caused by an in
dental distortion will be minimized. If the relationsM* /q
>t2 holds, then the probability of watermark errors caus
by a malicious tampering will definitely be maximized
Therefore, we have

sM*

q
>t2 ⇒ cs I

Anq
>t2 ⇒ cs I

t2q
>An. ~16!

Similarly, if the relations I* /q <t1 holds, then the probabil-
ity of watermark errors caused by an incidental distorti
will be minimized. That is,

s I*

q
<t1 ⇒ s I

Anq
<t1 ⇒ s I

t1q
<An. ~17!

Combining Eqs.~16! and ~17!, we obtain

s I

t1q
<An<

cs I

t2q
. ~18!
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Fig. 3 The objective function, f(t2)2f(t1), as a function of c and n.
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It is obvious that the minimumn that satisfies Eq.~18! is
an n1 that makess I /t1q 5An1. Therefore, we have

n15S s I

t1qD 2

. ~19!

This n1 will lead to the minimum probability of watermar
errors caused by an incidental distortion. On the other ha
the maximumn that will satisfy Eq. ~18! is an n2 that
makesAn25cs I /t2q. Thus, we have

n25S cs I

t2q D 2

. ~20!

This n2 will lead to the maximum probability of watermar
errors caused by an instance of malicious tampering
order to find the bestn that will bypass an incidental dis
tortion while detecting an instance of malicious tamperin
we should select ann that is bounded byn1 and n2 , i.e.,
nP@n1 ,n2#.

In what follows, we shall conduct a theoretical analy
to determine an idealn. From Eq.~14!, we know that the
probability of watermark errors is a function ofs/q. Since
q is a constant when a specific human visual model11 is
adopted,t is proportional tos. Let the probabilities of wa-
termark errors caused by an incidental distortion and a
licious tampering bef ( t̂1) and f ( t̂2), respectively, where

t̂15s I /q and t̂25sM /q. BecausesM5cs I , we have

t̂25
sM

q
5

cs I

q
5c t̂1 . ~21!

When a mean-quantization operation coveringn coeffi-
cients is applied,s I andsM will be updated tos I /An and
sM /An, respectively. In order to obtain the best mea
quantization result, the difference between the waterm
,

-

errors caused by an instance of malicious tampering an
incidental distortion should be maximized. That is,f ( t̂2)

2 f ( t̂1) should be maximized. The physical meaning

maximizing f ( t̂2)2 f ( t̂1) is to make the watermark error
caused by an instance of malicious tampering as large
possible and those caused by an incidental distortion
small as possible. Using the optimization scheme, one
decide on an optimal value ofn such thatf ( t̂2)2 f ( t̂1) is
maximized. The simplest way to calculate the idealn is to
compute the values off (cs I /Anq)2 f (s I /Anq) using
various integersnP@n1 ,n2#. The integer that leads to th
largest outcome is the idealn. Figure 3 shows a 2-D plot o
the maximization function,f ( t̂2)2 f ( t̂1), as a function ofc
andn.

3 Tampered-Area Estimation Using Information
Fusion

For image authentication, the wavelet-based frag
watermarking method proposed in Ref. 5 only shows
tampering detection results at multiple scales. In this s
tion, we present an information fusion technique that can
used to integrate the results obtained at multiple scales
addition, the proposed technique has the merit of suppr
ing sparse watermark errors spread out over the subim
at multiple scales.

The analysis conducted in Sec. 2.3 provides a proced
to compute the optimaln of every subband at differen
scales. Due to the length of a quantization interval,
variance of distribution of an instance of malicious tamp
ing and that of an incidental distortion are different in d
ferent subbands; the optimaln’s of the LH, HL, and HH
subbands may be different. Let the size of an image bN
3N, whereN is a power of 2. We embed the watermark b
changing the coefficients of one of the LH, HL, and H
subbands. Since the optimaln at each subband may b
different, we arrange the ordering of a sequence so that
1401Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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embedded watermark is secure, robust, and localized
what follows, we first discuss the operation at a scale w
out specifying the scale until we need to integrate the
sults. Let the optimaln of the LH, HL, and HH subbands a
scalel be denoted asnLH , nHL , andnHH , respectively. In
addition, we rename and reordernLH , nHL , and nHH as
n1<n2<n3 . At scalel, the size of every subband becom
L3L, whereL5 N/2l . On the other hand, we map eve
coefficientx( i , j ) at position (i , j ) into a 1-D valuey(p)
using the following formula:

p5 b i

w c•wL1hw1o, ~22!

wherew5 dAn2e,

h5H j if b i /w c is even,

L2 j if b i /w c is odd,

ando5 i 2 b i /wc. From the above transformation, we esta
lish a one-to-one relation between the 2-D representa
x( i , j ) and the 1-D representationy(p). Before we embed a
watermark in a specific subband, a sequencesk is first gen-
erated by a private key, whereskP$LH,HL,HH%. The
value ofsk will indicate in which subband thek’th water-
mark value should embed. We denote the number of c
ficients used to embed thek’th watermark asnsk

. The co-

efficients,Ck5$y(p* ),y(p* 11), . . . ,y(p* 1nsk
21)%, in

the subbandsk are allocated for embedding thek’th water-
mark, wherep* 5( i 51

k21nsi
. Finally, thek’th watermark will

be embedded in the set of coefficientsCk using the mean-
quantization embedding rule described in Eq.~6!.

In what follows we compute the probability of wate
mark errors caused, respectively, by malicious tampe
and incidental distortion. Based on the analysis of th
probabilities, we are able to judge what regions have b
maliciously tampered with. A set of coefficients,Cj , is
defined as aneighborof Ci if any coefficient inCj is four-
connected toCi . We denote the set of neighbors ofCk as

Sk5$Ci u Ci is a neighbor ofCk%.

Let Tk denote the status of a malicious tampering cor
sponding to the coefficientCk , i.e.,

Tk5H 1 if Ck has watermark error,

0 otherwise.

Let the theoretical probability of watermark errors caus
by an instance of malicious tampering in subbands be de-
noted asPs

M , and that caused by an incidental distortion
denoted asPs

I , wheresP$LH,HL,HH%. The value ofPs
M

2Ps
I can be maximized by choosing the optimaln by using

the method described in Sec. 2.3. Under these circ
stances, the estimated probability thatCk has been mali-
ciously tampered with is
1402 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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Ek5
Mk

Mk1I k
, ~23!

where

Mk5 )
$k* uCk* P(Skø$Ck%)%

@Tk* Psk*
M 1~12Tk* !~12Psk*

M !#

~24!

indicates the probability that the watermark error detec
in Skø$Ck% is caused by an instance of malicious tamp
ing, and

I k5 )
$k* uCk* P(Skø$Ck%)

@Tk* Psk*
I 1~12Tk* !~12Psk*

I !# ~25!

indicates the probability that the detected watermark e
is caused by an incidental distortion.Ek here indicates the
probability that the coefficients inCk have been mali-
ciously tampered with. The set of coefficients inCk is

Ck5$y~p1!,y~p2!, . . . ,y~pnsk
!%

5$x~ i 1 , j 1!,x~ i 2 , j 2!, . . . ,x~ i nsk
, j nsk

!%.

The relation betweenpk and (i k , j k) has been given in Eq
~22!. In order to specify it at the scale level, we useEk

l to
represent, at scalel, the probability that the coefficients in
Ck are maliciously tampered with. Under these circu
stances, for a specific position (i 0, j 0) at scalel, the prob-
ability of its being tampered with can be computed by

Ei 0, j 0
l

5Ek*
l , ~26!

where x( b i 0/2l c,b j 0/2l c)PCk* . The probability of water-
mark errors caused by an instance of malicious tampe
can thus be computed by integrating the information
tected at each scale using the following rule;

Ei 0, j 05 )
l 51

Scale

Ei 0, j 0
l , ~27!

where Scale represents the number of scales used in
wavelet transform. In order to detect the complete tampe
area, we extract the areas where the probability is highe
our final results. For achieving this goal, we use a rule
follows: If a pixel at position~i,j! is maliciously tampered
with, then

Ei , j>~0.5!Scale. ~28!

The threshold used in Eq.~28! is learned by experience
But the underlying assumption is thatMk should be larger
than I k for a malicious tampering.

The mentioned mechanism can be used to detect mo
the areas that have been maliciously tampered with. H
ever, when such an area is very small, it is difficult
distinguish it from an area that has encountered incide
distortion. This is because an instance of malicious tamp
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Fig. 4 An example showing malicious tampering by means of object replacement: (a) original image;
(b) watermarked image; (c) objects used for tampering; (d) modified watermarked image.
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ing and an incidental distortion both generate waterm
errors of the sparse type. However, these small waterm
errors will collapse if the evidence located at differe
scales are integrated. On the other hand, if the probab
of watermark errors caused by an incidental distortion
very small~zero is the ideal case!, then one can claim tha
the detected watermark errors were completely obtai
from an area that was maliciously tampered with.

4 Experimental Results

To demonstrate the power of our image authentication s
tem, we first introduce the experimental setup in Sec.
and then give the detection results obtained under var
incidental distortions in Sec. 4.2. In Sec. 4.3, we pres
some experimental results obtained by applying both m
cious tampering and incidental manipulation. A set of t
images processed by combining different incidental a
malicious manipulations was used to estimate the area
was maliciously tampered with. A comparison of the p
formance of the conventional quantization-based appro
and our approach will be made in Sec. 4.4.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The images used in the experiment were of size 5123512
with 256 gray levels. Figure 4 is an example showing h
a watermarked image is tampered with, including the or
nal image, the watermarked image, the altered area, an
final altered image. The PSNR of the watermarked ima
shown in Fig. 4~b! was 35.91 dB. Two peppers@Fig. 4~c!#
were added as shown in Fig. 4~b! and formed an image tha
had been tampered with, as shown in Fig. 4~d!. This set of
data was used to test the performance of our approac
the subsequent experiments.

The set of incidental attacks used in the experime
included JPEG compression, blurring, and sharpening.
mask sizes used in the blurring operation were 333, 5
35, and 737, respectively. The quality factors adopted f
JPEG compression were from 10% to 90%, and the par
eters used in the sharpening operation were from 10%
50%. In the experiments, the watermark sequence was
bedded in one of the LH, HL, and HH subbands random
at each scale of a wavelet-transformed image. As to
determination of the bestn at every scale of a wavele
transform, this can be calculated by scanning the inte
@n1 ,n2# for large c (c.7.67) or by scanning the interva
@n2 ,n1# for small c (1,c<7.67), wheren1 and n2 are
computed using Eqs.~19! and ~20!, respectively. We use
n5(nLH

1 ,nHL
1 ,nHH

1 ;nLH
2 ,nHL

2 ,nHH
2 ; . . . ;nLH

s ,nHL
s ,nHH

s ) to
represent the number of coefficients used at every sca
k

-

s

t

e

n

-

-

l

n

the mean quantization process, whereni is the number of
coefficients used to derive a mean at scalei, and s is the
total number of scales used. From Eqs.~19! and ~20!, the
best set ofn could be theoretically determined as~9, 9, 7;
16, 16, 12; 16, 16, 13; 11, 11, 8! when the total number o
scales was chosen to be 4.

4.2 Detection Results Obtained by Applying
Incidental Distortions Only

In this section, we check whether our approach could
erate a number of incidental operations with different d

Fig. 5 A set of test images.
1403Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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1404 Optical Engi
Table 1 Tampering detection for a set of incidentally manipulated test images. A A symbol indicates
that our system treats the operation as an incidental distortion, while a 3 symbol indicates that the
operation was misidentified as malicious tampering.

Image Response

Operation Image A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 A10 A11 A12

Blur (333) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 A

Blur (535) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Blur (737) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Sharpen (F510%) A A A A A A A A A A A A

Sharpen (F520%) A A A A A A A A A A A A

Sharpen (F530%) A A A A A A A A A A A A

Sharpen (F540%) A 3 A A A A A 3 A A A A

Sharpen (F550%) A 3 3 3 A 3 3 3 A 3 3 A

Sharpen (F560%) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Sharpen (F570%) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Sharpen (F580%) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Sharpen (F590%) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

JPEG (QF590%) A A A A A A A A A A A A

JPEG (QF580%) A A A A A A A A A A A A

JPEG (QF570%) A A A A 3 A A A A A A A

JPEG (QF560%) A A A A 3 A A A A A A A

JPEG (QF550%) A A A A 3 A A A A A A A

JPEG (QF540%) A A A A 3 A A A A A A A

JPEG (QF530%) A A A A 3 A A A A A A A

JPEG (QF520%) A 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

JPEG (QF510%) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
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grees of alteration. Figure 5 shows a set of test images
was used in the experiments. The incidental operations
were applied to the set of test images included JPEG c
pression, blurring, and sharpening. Table 1 lists the res
obtained in this experiment. AA symbol indicates that ou
system considered the operation to be an incidental one
the other hand, a3 symbol indicates that our system mi
takenly considered the operation to be a malicious o
From the table, it is obvious that our system could succe
fully pass almost all the JPEG-compressed images dow
quality factor 30%. As for the sharpening operation, o
system could successfully tolerate most of the sharpe
images up to a 40% sharpening factor. However, in the c
of the blurring operation, our system did not work well.

4.3 Detection Results Obtained by Applying
Malicious Tampering and Incidental
Manipulation Simultaneously

In this section, we give some experimental results obtai
by applying malicious tampering and an incidental manip
lation simultaneously. The objective of these experime
was to check whether our approach could successfully
erate an incidental manipulation while detecting a ma
cious attack. Figure 6~a! is a pepper image that was mod
fied by performing 60%~quality factor! JPEG compression
followed by two-pepper replacement. The detected wa
mark errors at scales 1 to 4 are shown in Figs. 6~b! to 6~e!,
respectively. It can be seen that the watermark err
neering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
t
t
-

n

.
-

d
e

caused by the JPEG compression are much fewer
those caused by malicious tampering. The detected wa
mark errors were then converted into the probability
been maliciously tampered with as shown in Figs. 6~g! and
6~j!. It is obvious that the coefficients having the spar
type all had lower probability of having been malicious
tampered with at each scale. On the other hand, the a
that corresponded to the regions that were maliciously ta
pered with all had higher probability of having been ma
ciously tampered with. After performing information fu
sion, the final detected altered areas were those show
Fig. 6~f!. It is apparent that the maliciously modified re
gions were detected correctly.

Figure 7 shows another 21 detection results obtai
using the proposed mean-quantization-based frag
watermarking technique. The symbols T, B, J, and S den
malicious tampering, blurring, JPEG compression, a
sharpening, respectively. The number following each sy
bol is the parameter used in an incidental distortion. F
example, ‘‘T1B 333’’ in Fig. 7~b! means an image wa
maliciously tampered with and then blurred with a mask
size 333. In the whole set of experiments, the resolution
the wavelet transform was taken up to 4 scales. The opti
number of coefficients used to perform mean quantizat
at each scale wasn5(9,9,7;16,16,12;16,16,13;11,11,8
From Fig. 7, it is apparent that our approach did work w
in most cases, especially in tolerating incidental manipu
tion like JPEG. Figure 7~l! indicates that when the qualit
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Fig. 6 Tampering with object placement and JPEG compression: (a) is a tampered image with two
objects added; (b) to (e) are the detected watermark errors from scales 1 to 4, respectively; (g) to (j)
are the tamper response maps derived from scales 1 to 4, respectively; (f) is the final result after
performing information fusion.

Fig. 7 A set of detection results obtained by applying our mean-quantization-based method. (a) is the
detection result when the attack is object placement only; (b) to (d) show the detection results when
the attack is object placement followed by blurring with mask sizes of 333, 535, and 737, respec-
tively; (e) to (m) show the detected results when the attack is object placement followed by JPEG
compression with a quality factor ranging from 90% to 10% in steps of 10%; (n) to (v) show the
detection results when the attack is object placement followed by sharpening with a sharpening factor
ranging from 10% to 90% in steps of 10%.
1405Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
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Fig. 8 Sensitivity test of our algorithm against small image modifications.
. In

e
In

the
ller
ded
factor reached 30%, the detection result was still good
the case of a combined attack including 535 and 737
blurring @Fig. 7~d!#, the results were bad. But when th
window size was 333, the detection result was good.
1406 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 7, July 2001
the case of a combined attack involving sharpening,
results were good when the sharpening factor was sma
than 40%. When the sharpening factor reached or excee
60%, the detected results were completely wrong.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of detected watermark errors obtained using the conventional quantization-based
approach and the mean-quantization-based approach with n5(9,9,7;16,16,12;16,16,13;11,11,8).
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We also conducted a series of experiments to test
sensitivity of our algorithm to small image modification
The test image used was the A11 image as shown in Fig
We selected the area close to the mouth as the targe
tamper with. We gradually enlarged the tampered areas
the detected results are shown in Figs. 8~a! to 8~i!. It is
obvious that when the modified area was very small,
algorithm could not detect the change@~a! to ~d!#. However,
when the modified area reached a certain size, our a
rithm was able to detect it correctly@~e! to ~i!#.

4.4 Comparison with the Conventional
Quantization-based Approach

In this subsection we compare our approach with the c
ventional approach. The maliciously attacked image sho
in Fig. 4~d!, subjected to JPEG compression with a qua
factor 60%, was used as the test image. The waterm
errors~at scales 1 to 4! obtained by applying the conven
tional quantization-based approach5 and the proposed
mean-quantization-based approach with n
5(9,9,7;16,16,12;16,16,13;11,11,8) are shown in Fi
9~a! and 9~b!, respectively. It is obvious that the resul
obtained by applying our approach are better than th
obtained by applying the conventional approach.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a mean-quantization-based frag
watermarking approach has been proposed for image
thentication. Our system is able to maximize the probabi
of watermark errors caused by an instance of malici
tampering and minimize the probability of watermark e
rors caused by an incidental distortion. In addition, an
formation fusion procedure that can integrate detection
sponses at each scale in the wavelet domain has
presented, which can be used to estimate the area tha
been maliciously tampered with.
.
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-
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-

n
s

Our future work will proceed in two directions. First, th
capability of our image authentication system in dist
guishing malicious tampering and incidental distortion w
be further improved so that incidental distortion with lar
variance of modification, such as histogram equalizati
can also be tolerated. Secondly, we will extend the me
quantization-based watermarking approach to multipurp
watermarking, so that an embedded watermark can be u
in multiple applications.
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